
Effectiveness
A system that integrates the full 

lifecycle of grant management from 
application to reporting saves time and 

increases effectiveness.

Purpose-built Grant Management

Making the Switch: Adopting New Grant Software

Enquire as a grant management solution

Powering you to do good, better
www.tactiv.net

Grant Management and 
Impact Reporting Software

Learn more on the limitations of Excel here

With digitisation in grant and program management on the rise, organisations are turning from offline and 
outdated systems, such as paper forms and Excel, to software as a service (SaaS) solutions for greater efficiency, 
more reliable data and better outcomes. Are you ready to make the switch? Let us take you through it.

Excel spreadsheet software can be used to manage and track grants, but it’s not specifically designed for 
this purpose which leaves the process with vulnerabilities. Paper-based forms, Excel or other spreadsheet 
systems have limited capacity for storing and organising large amounts of data, lack purpose-built grant 
collaboration and engagement features, have inefficient reporting capabilities and run the risk of data entry 
errors.

Purpose-built grant systems have advanced rapidly to provide solutions to a range of challenges.

• Excessive time spent on 
accessing and verifying data

• One central location for efficient 
data organisation

• Risk of errors due to multiple 
entry points

• Fully auditable processes and 
reporting capabilities

• Disparate information storage 
limits collaboration and reporting

• Collaborative online document 
and process managementVS

Best Practice
Online grant systems apply best 

practice processes for end-to-end 
grant management, saving time and 

increasing efficiency.

Data Integrity & Reporting
Grant systems store all data in one 

place for reliable and accessible data 
and built-in reporting capabilities allow 

for rich insights.

Flexibility
Effective grant systems provide 
flexibility to meet complex and 

dynamic organisational needs, at any 
time.

Integration
Integration of grant systems with 

common systems is crucial to 
streamline the end-to-end process for 

impactful grant management.

Configurability
Advanced grant systems like Enquire 
offer deep configurability in business 
processes, using e-forms, templates 

and workflows.

https://tactiv.net/
https://tactiv.net/
https://tactiv.net/about-enquire/
https://tactiv.net/knowledge-articles/why-excel-is-not-a-grant-management-system/


Full lifecycle 
management software
Enquire connects your organisation with 
individuals, groups and organisations in 
a user centric approach providing a:
• digitally-enabled
• responsive
• easy to use
• accessible online system
• with bilingual forms

that links funding, investments and 
program objectives to outcomes.

Public Works Round / Beautifying Green Valley

Beautifying Green Valley Round

Grant Applications

Round Status

Overview Application Results Agreement Documents Schedule Costs Requests

View All Grant Assessment

Milestones

Approval

Client Reporting

Targets and Totals

Grant A

Grant B

Grant C
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View All

Grant Applicant Submitted Grant Applicant
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Grant Admin
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Answers

Add Client Reporting

New Client Report

Reporting Period
04/10/2022 to 12/07/2023

Description

Funding Requested $15k

Funding Approved $7.5k
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Funding Deliverables
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Implementing Enquire
Adopting a new business system can feel like an overwhelming task - but our guided approach provides 
structure and takes the stress away. Our successful implementation methodology is efficient and adaptable to 
ensure a smooth software adoption. We can break our process down into 6 easy steps.

Work with analysts through 
workshops to map your specific 
requirements.

Development work is delivered 
fully tested by our test and 
quality assurance team.

Review the mapped processes 
and engage stakeholders to gain 
internal support for Enquire’s 
implementation.

Start the deployment of the 
system with data migration and 
user setup.

Our analysts undertake 
design work to ensure your 
requirements are clearly met.

Utilise specialised training and 
change management services 
and access ongoing support.

1. Analyse & Collaborate

4. Develop & Test

2. Communicate & Transform

5. Implement

3. Design & Interact

6. Training & Change
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https://tactiv.net/
https://tactiv.net/
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